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be submitted at the time of registration. Please submit your questions

options, what will the "new normal" look like? What kinds of changes can we expect to see when we

form of normal life outside their homes. But in the absence of an effective vaccine and treatment

happen.

first responders in New York City while supporting the kitchen staff and fitness instructors that make it

@BENTOESSENTIAL, all proceeds will go toward providing meals and yoga classes to the medial

time. If you are interested in donating to this amazing effort, you can donate thru Venmo

coordinating efforts to get Roots patients tested through Stanford's drive-thru site in Emeryville.

Partnerships in the Division of Primary Care and Population Health, directed by Dr. Jonathan Shaw.

(i.e., isolation, depression, diabetes, hypertension), it is needing to ramp up bigger and faster than

needed to continue providing services to their workers.

Marroquin, Executive Director, of the center is asking communities for additional funding that is

qualify for unemployment or other forms of income other than working in manual labor. Maria

easily accessible and healthy vegetables.

Please complete a short survey today so we can help you and your community!

Lisa Goldman Rosas, PhD, MPH

In Community,

Thank you for your support and committment to the Office of Community Engagement.

amazing work that community organizations are doing and consider supporting them.

We are dedicating this issue of the OCE Newsletter to highlight the work that our community

where the community they serve and their members is the utmost priority.

we are extremely grateful for the contributions made by all our community partners at a time
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